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The Idaho National Laboratory (INL) is committed to providing international nuclear
leadership for the 21st Century, developing and demonstrating compelling national security
technologies, and delivering excellence in science and technology as one of the United States
Department of Energy's (DOE) multiprogram national laboratories. INL runs three major
programs - Nuclear, Security and Science. Nuclear programs covers the Advanced test reactor,
Six Generation IV technology concepts selected for R&D, tageting tumors - Boron Neutron
Capture therapy. Homeland Security establishes the Control System Security and Test Center,
Critical Infrastructure Test Range evaluates technologies on a scalable basis, INL conducts high
performance computing and visualization research and science. To provide leadership in the
education and training, INL has established an Institute of Nuclear Science and Enginnering
(INSE) under the Center for Advanced Energy Studies (CAES) and the Idaho State University
(ISU). INSE will offer a four year degree based on a newly developed curriculum - two year of
basic science course work and two years of participation in project planning and development.
The students enrolled in this program can continue to get a masters or a doctoral degree. This
summer INSE is the host for the training of the first international group selected by the World
Nuclear University (WNU) - 75 fellowship holders and their 30 instructors from 40 countries.
INL has been assigned to provide future global leadership in the field of nuclear science and
technology. Here, at INL, we keep safety first above all things and our logo is "Nuclear
leadership synonymous with safety leadership".
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